It does way more
than just sit there
looking beautiful.

CEDAR SHINGLES

8' CEDAR SHINGLES

HAND-SPLIT SHAKE

Portsmouth™ Shake & Shingles
siding gives you great function
with your beautiful form.
Break the home exterior boredom barrier by bringing
depth, emotion, color, texture and shape to where
there was none. And by subtracting time-consuming
maintenance from where there was too much.

DOUBLE 7" CEDAR SHINGLES CYPRESS

STAGGERED EDGE SHINGLES

HALF ROUNDS

T45 PERFECTION SHINGLES

n	Seamless
n	No

design

painting, no scraping

n	Virtually

no maintenance

n	Assurance™

Fastening
System for secure,
precise installation

n	Superior

impact, fade and
warp resistance

n	Realistic natural cedar texture
n	Sides beautifully with other materials
n	Wind resistant greater than 200 mph

(velocity ultimate)

n	Lifetime Limited Warranty

PORTSMOUTH CEDAR SHINGLES IN HERITAGE BLUE; TRIM IN LINEN

Double 7" Cedar Shingles
So much warmth and beauty, you’ll
never want to go inside.
Consider this siding when you’re ready to blow right past quaint
and go straight to stunning. Though technically described as
“classic,” our high-beauty, low-maintenance Portsmouth™
Cedar Shingles siding ensures “Welcome home” never gets
old—whether as a full exterior or a complementary element.

The right character needs the right color.
COLORSCAPES® DARK COLORS

Redwood

Natural Cedar

Shamrock

COLORSCAPES® WOODLAND COLORS

Yellow Birch

Midnight Surf

Heritage Blue

Ironstone

Cocoa

Wedgewood

Bark

Marine Blue

Weathered Gray

Linen

Flagstone

Blue Gray

Sterling

Soft Maple

COLORSCAPES® WEATHERED COLORS

Gray Moss

Black Walnut

Granite

Combine this classic shingle style with other materials such as stone
and clapboard for a change of design pace and some extra eye candy.

Pacific Redwood Sandalwood

COLORSCAPES® PREMIUM COLORS

Cypress

Pebble Clay

Storm

Walnut

Sable

Toasted Almond Tree Moss

Brownstone

White

Heather

Wicker

TRADITIONAL COLORS

Vintage Cream

Sand

Harvard Slate

PORTSMOUTH CEDAR SHINGLES IN STERLING

SHAMROCK

n	Seamless
n	No

design

painting, no scraping

n	Virtually

no maintenance

n	Assurance™

Fastening
System for secure,
precise installation

n	Superior

impact, fade and
warp resistance

n	Single course design yields less

waste upon installation

n	Double texturing creates

a richer, more realistic look

n	Wind resistant greater than 200 mph

(velocity ultimate)

n	Lifetime Limited Warranty

8' Single 7" Cedar Shingles
Light and shadow are its playthings.
PORTSMOUTH 8' CEDAR SHINGLES IN SAND AND WEATHERED GRAY; TRIM IN LINEN

Long on warmth and beauty, Portsmouth™ 8' Cedar Shingles
siding gives you a seamless look that catches every light and
shadow, if you like that sort of thing. You might also like the fact that
its added length means faster installation and quicker cleanup.
Plus 8' Cedar Shingles siding has a uniquely rich character and
grain that looks amazing and leaves less space for weather and
pests to penetrate. Fewer pieces also make for a simpler, quicker
and more economical installation. That’s beautiful, too.

8' cedar looks great in every color—especially the colors you see here.
COLORSCAPES® DARK COLORS

Redwood

Natural Cedar

Shamrock

Midnight Surf

Granite

Heritage Blue

StormSO

Walnut

SableSO

Toasted AlmondSO Tree MossSO

Brownstone

White

Heather

Wicker

Ironstone

CocoaSO

WedgewoodSO

BarkSO

Marine BlueSO

Weathered Gray

Linen

Flagstone

Blue Gray

Sterling

Soft Maple

COLORSCAPES® PREMIUM COLORS

Cypress

Pebble Clay

TRADITIONAL COLORS

Vintage Cream

Sand

Harvard Slate

SO = Special Order

PORTSMOUTH 8’ CEDAR SHINGLES IN NATURAL CEDAR; TRIM IN VINTAGE CREAM

HERITAGE BLUE

n	Seamless
n	No

design

painting, no scraping

n	Virtually

no maintenance

n	Superior

impact, fade and
warp resistance

n	Rugged beauty generated from

its beautiful imperfections

n	Deeply ingrained, dramatic surfaces

inspired from real split cedar

n	Wind resistant up to 155 mph

(velocity ultimate)

n	Lifetime Limited Warranty

Hand-Split Shake
The gods of hand-split cedar have
just smiled upon you.

PORTSMOUTH HAND-SPLIT IN PACIFIC REDWOOD; TRIM IN CLAY

This is the way to add rustic dimension to your home for an unmistakable
“I carved this house out of the woods myself” look. The richly ingrained
texture of Portsmouth™ Hand-Split Shake siding is patterned after real
cedar shake and comes in 14 colors—all of which mock the harshest
winds and smile back at the sun without fading.
Make our Hand-Split Shake the featured exterior on your home or use
it in a supporting role to add a dramatic facet to your existing siding.

In what shade would you like your rustic beauty?
COLORSCAPES® DARK COLORS

Redwood

Natural Cedar

COLORSCAPES® WEATHERED COLORS

Shamrock

Heritage Blue

COLORSCAPES® PREMIUM COLORS

TRADITIONAL COLORS

Pebble Clay

Sand

Walnut

Wicker

Weathered Gray

Harvard Slate

Gray Moss

Soft Maple

Pacific Redwood Sandalwood

PORTSMOUTH HAND-SPLIT IN WICKER

REDWOOD

n	Seamless
n	No

design

painting, no scraping

n	Virtually

no maintenance

n	Superior

impact, fade and
warp resistance

n	Never rots, cracks, splits

or degrades

n	Plays beautifully with other

materials like stone and clapboard

n	Wind resistant up to 175 mph

(velocity ultimate)

n	Lifetime Limited Warranty

Staggered Edge Shingles
Now would be the perfect time
to go outside the lines.
If you’re ready to bring a bit of drama and dimension to your home
exterior, Portsmouth™ Staggered Edge Shingles’ varied design
is perfect. It ties together gables and other elements of your
exterior and makes for a dramatic contrast when sharing the
stage with stone and clapboard.
We manufacture our Staggered Edge Shingles to please and
impress, but never to rot, crack, split or degrade.

PORTSMOUTH STAGGERED EDGE IN WICKER

Stagger the right colors to bring together your home exterior look.
COLORSCAPES® PREMIUM COLORS

TRADITIONAL COLORS

Cypress

Sand

Pebble Clay

White

Wicker

Harvard Slate

Sterling

PORTSMOUTH STAGGERED EDGE IN HARVARD SLATE

CYPRESS

n	Seamless
n	No

design

painting, no scraping

n	Virtually

no maintenance

n	Superior

impact, fade and
warp resistance

n	Quaint cottage pattern modeled

from real cedar shingles

n	Wind resistant up to 190 mph

(velocity ultimate)

n	Lifetime Limited Warranty

Half Rounds
Sometimes all your siding needs
is the perfect topping.
Apply the right detail to your home exterior and you’ll raise cottagelike
elegance to a new high. That detail would be our Portsmouth™ Shake
Half Rounds. Use it in your gable area to distinguish your home from
the also-rans and the almost-charmings. Bring that Victorian elegance
down to delightful earth by pairing our Half Rounds with our Perfection
Shingles. Who says simple can’t stand out?

PORTSMOUTH HALF ROUNDS IN SAND; HAVEN D6 IN PEBBLE CLAY; TRIM IN WHITE

What could be more fun than coloring in your half rounds?
COLORSCAPES®
PREMIUM COLORS

TRADITIONAL COLORS

Pebble Clay

Sand

White

Linen

PORTSMOUTH HALF ROUNDS IN WHITE; HAVEN D6 IN REDWOOD; TRIM IN WHITE

PEBBLE CLAY

n	Seamless
n	No

design

painting, no scraping

n	Virtually

no maintenance

n	Superior

impact, fade and
warp resistance

n	Clean, simple, perfect lines

contribute to elegant curb appeal

n	Wind resistant up to 155 mph

(velocity ultimate)

n	Lifetime Limited Warranty

T45 Perfection Shingles
Perfection achieved. (In siding, at least.)
Have you always dreamed of having a charming New England
coastal cottage? How about the exterior of one? You’ll love the
subtle grains and gently defined shadow lines of our Portsmouth™
Perfection Shingles siding. You’ll also have time to admire it,
because unlike wood there is nothing to paint, scrape or stain.
Pair our T45 Perfection Shingles with Half Rounds toward the
roof area and you’ll be in “living the homeowner dream” territory.

PORTSMOUTH T45 PERFECTION IN WICKER (TOP) AND SAND (BOTTOM); TRIM IN WHITE

The perfect shingle comes in the perfect color. For you, that is.
COLORSCAPES® PREMIUM COLORS

TRADITIONAL COLORS

Cypress

Sand

Pebble Clay

White

Wicker

Harvard Slate

Sterling

PORTSMOUTH T45 PERFECTION IN CYPRESS; TRIM IN WHITE

HARVARD SLATE

Consult the VSI website at
www.vinylsiding.org for a current
list of certified products and colors.

Build bold.
™
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